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Fastwall was born out of frustration.
Partitioning projects were more difficult
than they should be and we thought
that this was just not right. We were,
are and will always be, driven to make
partitioning projects simple – smoothly
integrating the needs of everyone
involved, absorbing problems and
delivering solutions.

16 	wallstorage

We’ve been in the business for over
fifteen years, providing products that
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It's their attention to detail, the
support they offer and their
willingness to let us do the
unexpected and challenging
with their products. That's why
we use Fastwall
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make the most out of any space - giving
users imaginative and effective solutions,
and giving specifiers the support and
choice they need.
We’re upfront, open and independent.
We’re based in the UK, but our reach
is global. Wherever you are, and
whatever your project, we aim to be
your perfect partner.
We make partitioning easy. It’s as
simple as that.
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MINIMA
BARELY THERE
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Minima maximised the light into
our offices and allowed us to
personalise each office using film
manifestation, creating a really
funky place to work
member of staff

Minima glazing brings light to life. Clean,

glazed or double glazed panels and timber or

crisp, stylish and practical, Minima creates

fully glazed doors.

refreshing office environments – bringing light

Minima is available in a wide range of glass

to the heart of your workspace.

thicknesses, allowing it to cope with the tallest

There are no intrusive uprights, no heavy

of ceilings or the most demanding sound

framing – Minima’s glass panels may be

performance requirements.

joined either with a clear dry gasket or silicon

With Minima, the only limitation is your

jointed. You can have your Minima partitions in

imagination.

straight, faceted or curved forms, with single

Performance Specification
Glazing: 8, 10, 12 or 15mm glass available.
Doorsets: Timber, laminated, glass or
G

metal doors available.

	Either frameless
or within a timber
G
or aluminium frame.
Sound: Up to 46dB dependant on
construction.
G

Fire Resistance: Up to Fr30 rated.

G
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MINIMAL
HEAD
AND BASE
TRACKS

FACETTED
DRY
JOINTS

Personalised
film design
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Stainless
steel
glazing
bar

minima

CURVED
GLAZING &
DOOR

SOUND PERFORMANCE
Single glazed elevation one

30dB

layer of 6.4mm glass
Double glazed (mullioned) two

38dB

layers of 6.4mm glass with
35mm air space
Silicon jointed glazed elevation

33dB

one layer of 10mm glass
Silicon jointed glazed elevation

35dB

one layer of 12mm glass
Silicon jointed glazed elevation

40dB

one layer of 12mm laminated
silence glass
Dry jointed double glazing

up to

combination of thinknessess

44dB

of laminated silence glass
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glazed
TRADITIONAL WITH A MODERN FEEL

Performance Specification
Fire Resistance: Up to Fr60 rating.
Glazing: 6, 7, 8, 10 or 12mm panes.
G

Sound: Up to 45dB.
G

Modules: up to 1200mm in width.
G

Up to 3600mm in height.

As well as our frameless Minima glazed
partition system, we have a wide range of
more traditional glazed partition options,
including our new ghost post system,
which brings glass all the way up to the
edge of the partition, for a sleek and
seamless look.
We can supply single and double glazed
options of various thicknesses, with
mullions up to 1200mm apart and
providing sound performance up to 45dB.
Fineline blinds can be accommodated
within the glass panes for visual privacy,
with the control fitting neatly within the
system uprights.
Clear thinking. Traditionally modern.
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Different glazing
types, all with
different thicknesses
and requirements.
Fastwall provided
them all within a
single product range
and enabled us to
retain a constant
identity throughout
our building
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solid

Straight, curved or relocatable?

CURVED
WALLS

VENEERED
BOARDS
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YOUR CHOICE

PLY
REINFORCED
WALL

We have solid partitioning solutions to
suit any requirement. Of course, we can
supply traditional plasterboard dry wall
partitions, but you don’t have to stop there.
Straight is great, but there’s much, much
more. We can supply single or double skin
walls, in subtle or radical curves, and we
can integrate alcoves or AV equipment into
full-height or dwarf walls.
Performance Specification

G

Hung panel solid elevation
12.5mm B/E board either side 0f
56mm stud.
Hung panel solid elevation

42dB

12.5mm B/E board either side of
56mm stud with rockwool RW3
50mm slab infil
Tape and jointed solid elevation

38dB

12.5mm T/E board either side
of60mm stud

Fire Resistance: Up to Fr120.

Tape and jointed solid elevation

Sound: Up to 54 dB dependant

60mm stud

on construction.

37dB

43dB

12.5mm T/E board either side of
Tape and jointed solid elevation

48dB

Finishes available:
Plasterboard,
G

12.5mm T/E board either side of

vinyl finished, venrered boards, MFC

60mm stud with rockwool RW3

boards or steel.

50mm slab infil

Hung panel system may qualify

Typical aluminium door frame and

28-30

44mm timber door

dB

as tax deductable.
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HUNG PA

RELOCATION RELOCATION RELOCATION

V JOINTED
PANEL JOINTS
PLASTERBOARD,
TIMBER OR
LAMINATE PANELS
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ANEL

INDIVIDUALLY
REMOVABLE
PANELS

N

As a serviced office provider, the
ability to change office layouts
over a weekend is essential to us...
Fastwall’s hung panel system was
the perfect solution
Solid walls don’t need to be set in one

Relocation of walls can re-use 100% of the

place forever. Your office needs change

materials installed thus avoiding the demolition

occasionally so why shouldn’t your walls

cost and mess incurred when moving more

change and adapt as you do?

traditional partitioning.

Fastwall’s hung panel system not only comes

Good looking, cost effective, time saving and

predcorated for quick installation but it allows

environmentally beneficial, with possible tax

you to move walls around within your office

deduction benefits as well .... shouldn’t your walls

after you’ve moved in!

be able to move with the times?
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doors
COME ON IN
Performance Specification

It’s almost impossible to describe our door range.
We could list all the combinations of style, finish,

F

Fire Resistance: Up to FR120.

M

Material: Timber, laminate, steel or glass.

F

Framing: Aluminium, timber,or framless.

anyone would have the patience to read it all.

Vision Panels: To your design.

It’s much more effective to say that we have the

G

F
M

performance and colour, but we doubt that

door design that you need, with ironmongery to

M

F

height, width, thickness, panel design, sound

G

match, and complying with all relevant health &
safety and sustainable timber legislation.

M

Opening doors. You’re welcome.
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It was important that all timber
products came from sustainable
sources and all Fastwall doors
and wallstorage units came
with FSC traceability right back
to the original plantation. Oh
and they looked great as well
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wallsto

SIMPLE, EFFECTIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS
Fastwall’s Maxima wallstorage system is

files to media walls to coats to archive boxes

a simple yet effective way of utilising the

to display items or even fridges. Units are

maximum storage space in your office. Either

available in plain colour or timber melamines,

full or part height units come in a range of

laminates, real wood veneers or even white

widths from 500mm to 1200mm, with each

board type products.

unit having the ability to store anything from

Your storage. Your choice.
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orage

S

PIGEON
HOLES

FULLY
SHELVED
UNIT

PULL OUT
FILING
FULL HEIGHT
DOORS

ClOAKS
UNIT

GLASS
FRONTED
DISPLAY
CABINETS

DRAW
STORAGE
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Sound tests
C/8803/405/1. Tested by SRL Ltd on 14th August 1991
BTC 2342A. Tested by Building Test Centre on 2nd August 1993
BTC 2340A. Tested by Building Test Centre on 2nd August 1993
BTC 2341A. Tested by Building Test Centre on 2nd August 1993
Fire tests
BTC 5237F. Tested by Building Test Centre on 8th April 1993
BTC 5238F. Tested by Building Test Centre on 27th April 1993
J 81365/1. Tested by Yarsley on 1st March 1998
Fire assessments
J 82185/1. Assessment by Yarsley on 14th March 1998
BTC 0192FA. Assessment by Building Test Centre on 3rd October 1994
Structural tests
BTC 12714S. Tested by Building Test Centre on 10th April 2003
BS5234 Structural test of Fastwall glazed partition: Passed
Chilt/P01056. Test by Chiltern Dynamics on 15th October 2001
BS6399 Structural Balustrade test of Fastwall single glazed partition: Passed
Quality Certificate
ISO 9001:2008 Quality systems. Certificate 13238
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Fastwall Limited

t: +44 (0) 1295 25 25 88

Units 3/10, Overfield

f: +44 (0) 1295 25 25 84

Thorpe Way Ind Estate

e: sales@fastwall.com

Banbury, Oxon
OX16 4XR

